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AT THE
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(AT 9:30 A.M. CST)
QUESTION: Mr. Vice Presi"dent, I can I t help but
share your concerns about that energy billJ and actually,
what it is' going to do is to slow down our movement toward
energy independence.
At the same time, those of us that are facing
very serious natural gas 8hortage8 realize that part of
that equation that will help U8 throuCIh the winter has
to deal with the continued help in the propane field.
If the energy bill fails to reach an aqreement
somewhere along the li.e, eGuld you give U8 an opinion a.
to what the chanc.. are tbe
might aqree to.; ..
extenaiOD of the .oqro18 on p....ane'

Con,I"".

tHE VICE P.SISHT. Eve• .,ith tbe ext_ion of
controls, somebody -. if tbare is a cold w1ate~ -- is going
to 90 without taa. OD. • ••_ . '.at "'e allocation will
be for h_ow..era and -Ilat;. t1aenfON faI'MI"., who, are
c1epeo&wt 4n . . . pa~• •f· ti;. eouau-y oa 9 •• , al". going to
close dow.; . . . JaURUeaa . , - . .. . .4. of IDen ad wo_n
will be . , of W"k~
to 'Iaoae ftO already are.

1....",..

011 top of Ukat, we were talking at breakfa.t,
propane ' . ' , of "UI'H, i. ..e4 o~. fal'lll8 t~ dry crop••
While you had • .... drY fall . .d,. ,-.erafore dlda' t need
as much a. you do uncJez: .... "1a;-q,iautaace.,. particularly
the corn which dried'la' the field and .rted in the bins,
still there is going' to be a 8hortaqe... 'because the cClDpanies
are going to buy up propane because
can't get natural
gas and use that becau8e they have to have it to keep their
factories going and keep employment...
'. .. ": " •.

th_y

That will then put tremendous pressure on farm
families who use it for drying crops and heating homes.
Then they are going to have to go to allocation. Then you
get more and more allocationsJ and with allocations, we
Can get scarcity but we don't encourage production.
The tragedy of this whole situation is the
Good Lord was very generous with this country. We have
the resources to become self-sufficient in all these areas.
This is the tragedy. And the opportunity is here to' do it1
because the prices have been raised by the OPEC countries
to a point where domestic. production under these prices is
profitable.' It can be done.
•

ro'·

Nobody knows exactly what'methods. There are
those, and I happen to be on~, who feel that the in situ
process -- and I found someone yesterday who is supporting
. ro~· .
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it -- where you Ji1:ill down into a dee~ coal mine, part"icularly
narrow veins, set off an explosion, set off a fire, the heat
creates the gas, you draw off the gas with a pipe, and then
you can get the same process you would on the ,fl'urface by
mining the coal and gasification of poaJ. We 'don It know
what the cost is yet.
The same is true with oil shale. We have in oil
shale in this country four times as much in oil as the known
reserves of the Arab countries in the Middle E,ast. But ,M,W ; .
to get it out of the shale. If you mine the shale and beat
it, you end up with oil all right. ~ut you also en~ up with
talcum powder, what I describe as talc,trip powder~ and ~~e'l-"!':>L'
is no water; in the' areas where 'the: shal'e.'·is, or not sufficient
quantities., to' be able to hold it doWn. ; ~ So if. YOu fill~ a .
valley with talcum powder ana the wind blows, it is going
to be allover the west. So that obviously is not going to
work.
,.,.
,

I

On the 'other hand, if you, go iJit~ the in situ
process in oil and drill down, the oil shale,set off an
explosion, set off a fire, this gasifies the oil, pull it
up: again, nobody knows what the 'cost is...,~ . .. " <'. '
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Private enterpri'se can't, or' feel thQy"cen~"t;: tat€)
the risk of a couple hundred mil1ion dollars fora commercial
operation. That is why I feel so strongly about the
President I S plf&posal of an Energy Ind~pendence, l,M~hori ty wi th
$100 billion authorization to' finahc~'\:.hese risk preas,
..
gasification of eoal Ii atomic power·Fi\~1:s, where', ~EU" -JUl,nnot·
get capital on a sel f-liquidatinqC ~asil· &i ~
lR.. percent. I
life limitation so it doesnl,~~~~g~ anew~¥pt;;i~CU)iPt
bureaucracy.
..
- .,
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.
We need to have.th~ kin~ of imag~8atio~.and
enthus1asmwe had 'when th1s ·Country started" ..,ov~rthe last· -,;:
200 years, where a probleni~as 'lusta challenge .and we moved
t
,JA.;
.'
•
on 1t. We' have all the resources. We have the bra1ns. We
have the capacity, the manaqem~-t:i' the skills.. All we need
to do is get off dead center.
,. ; '.I,
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QUESTION: .' I guess Jim Rho'aes is in here, I hope
that will include thilt devoting shal~"
gas where reserve is
........
concerned, too.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
Washington twice •. '

,Exactly c.,
.

, '

. . 1-,. .. ~: '.

Jim has been to
.

There are just so 'many roadblocks to move, that
this Nation has just to say .;.~ and that is why I was
encouraged with that Harris poll and why I read it.
The' 'American p'eople' :are way aha~d of our
politicians. They want to .:go",~.':'hey be;t~~re in this., country.
This country is the greatest cQuhtry in. the world •. Everybody, .
else outside the country wants 'to, come, here,'than anywhere •. :
A lot of them are doing it' some:' ':of them ,!iiegally •. '
So we just have ~o have.confid~nce and.faith in
ourselves and get going. ::cihe' oi the. tlU.~qs thi~-"cQuntry, has,
been able to do in t-he'=pc\st' ,fs it has been abl$-- to, adopt , , " '
different, method1Q to·r aeh'ieve' whatever: the obj'e~tives were of
.,
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We
have
all
the
elements to do this.
the people.
includes gas. And we just have got to get going.

That

QUESTION: Mr. Vice President, what would you~
guess be as to the prospects for the President to veto
the energy bill?
i'

THE VICE PRESIDENT: The bill hasn't been
written yet. There was a broad agreement reached. I
know that., Frank Zarb feels that this is probably, the best
agreement that can be achieved. He has worked very hard
to get an agreement.
,,'

On ,the other hand, like any political qroup,
agreements are reached depending on what the pressures are
from back home and what they feel the people want. There
fore, if they feel the people want something that iS,a
little more direct in the way of action, maybe they will
amend it, modify it, before it is finally drawn and brought
to the Congress, and maybe it will be amended on the floor
of the Congress, both Senate and House; and then sent to
Congress. So there is quite a long way to go on this •
.,
l
Therefore, the President hasn't seez:1...the bill.
Until the President or a Governor sees a bili;'he 'doesri't
like Ito" ;say whether he is going to veto .or sig,n
it.,;, I
.'
But we do know'the President's objective has been
energy independence, and that this is not a b~ld step,'i,n
the direction of achieving energy independence in a hurry.
It is not only from the point' of view of our,economY,and
our way of life, but it is our national security.
,

,

J..',

.,'

\,

, We a,re totally vulnerable now -- totally
vulnerable -- to a boycott, or even blackmail by a boycott,
which is a position we have never found ourselves in
before. It is a very serious one.
So that I cannot speak fO~,it, and I think that
he has got to keep his option open,until he sees where it
is and apprises under the circumstances what i,8 in the best
interest of the country.
'
, ..

QUESTION:
could you take just
revenue-sharing?

Mr. V~ce President, at this meeting,
moment and assess the sta~.us of

,,~

THE VICE PRESIDENT: tiell, I don't think it is
better than 50-50 in passage right nOW. Revenue~sharing
to me ,is ,'a, conceptual approach which, relates to the strength
and vitality of the Federal system, namely, that it ,is a"
shared responsibility between Federal, State, and local
government/and that the best government is the government
closest to the people apd the most responsive ...
We have drifted away from that in the categorical
grant system where specific allocations are made by the
Federal Government, where you are required to increase your
expenditures, where you are required to live within'
regulations and congressional legislation, and the
regulations are copstpntly changed, and that there are
1,007 of them now~.
It has put us in a situation where State and
MORE
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local government really no longer can control their own
destinies because if they want to get this money, then they
have to conform and have all of these programs and all of
these regulations and all the supervision.
,"
..

," ~

'.'

Revenue-sharing is the only one that doesn't do
that. It leaves the money up to the State and local
govemment to use as the elected representatives feel it
can best be used. That runs counter to a lot of ,thd.n]cing
in Congress and a lot of special interest groups. '.
So that the pressures against it are great, and
unless the Governors and the f,~ayors and the American
peopl:e really make kn.own'their feeling, what can happen is
just no 'action. A great way of killing things in Washington
is just not doing things and then it doesn't get renewed
and the money isn't the,re. And orie can well ask with all
the attention that is J;reing g,iverl to the great City of
New Yorlc and its fiscal problems,' that if it does come up
with a,balanced budget and it does present that balanced
budget to Congress and ask for legislation, that balanced
budget is going to include $4 billion or $5 billion a year
of revenue-sharing money ;;
;

:

1.f .i t lisn 't renewed, ,the balanced budgets wi 11 no
longer be in process and it will be knocked into a cartel.
It"is a very interesting' coincidence that is taking place
and itisn"t· receiving much attention yet.
, i

~"

...

.

.

That can well- ·work :to .o~ adv~n~ge.
, .
THE VICE PRESIDENT: If they died, they ~"ant to
save New York, after New York has taken the steps1 and I
think this is import'ant.; I agree with the President.; The
United States Goverturientcannot bailout cities.who spend
more money than they have got" because if they do it with
one city, then the rest are going to say, "Why should we
go through all of this tough decision-making process when
all we have to do. is ju~t spend the, money anCl the Federal
Government will pick up. the check?"
'.
QUESTION:

So I agree with him on that. But if the City
of New York, with the help of the'State and the Board they
have set up, go through the:very tough political and sqcial
steps that have to be taken to balance their budget and
come up with a balanced budget for '78, which would take
three years, 'they are going 'to need help to bridge that three
year period and to take these $3 billion 200 million short-,
term notes ·and put them into long-term. This is going to
take some Federal' guarantee or some assistance.
The President's position is a very wise one,
that if they don't take' it, which he doesn't think they:..w ill,
then the bankruptcy laws have to be changed because the
bankruptcy laws apply to corporations and not to citi,es.
It would be absolute chao's in New York :City •.
What the implications of this. would'beif it w~nt into
bankruptcy now on the bond markets for municipalities and
States around the Nation is ',hard to imagine.' So they, should
change the bankruptcy laws, too, so there can be .0 rderly, '
reorganization.
MORE
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I think this thing is,teetering. 'I meritioned
it in its relation to revenue-sharing simply because after
they have gqne through 'all' the process and'they'come up
with a balanc~d budget, somebody i~ going to then say,
liMy goodness, if we don't, renew revenue-sharing, this·is·just
going to destroy this whole structure everybody has been
working on because it will have no validity."
I think this is going to pose a very distinct
problem for Cong~ess. Time is running out, though, on them.
QUESTION: 'Mr. Vice President, what impact or
what is your assessment of the impact to the problems that
have confronted the City of New York and the reasons for
some of those problems that exist, what impact has that had
on the Congress as i~ relates to programs that they engage
upon of a very similar nature that might lead to the same
end results for the Nation as they have for the City of
New York?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Governor, I am glad you
mentioned' that because, frankly, those members of Congress
who, some of them with glee, pOinted to New York and' never
,:"
liked New York anyhow -- and, you know, New York is sort'!'
of one of those things.
(Laughter. )
BQt anyhow, they have just got to look ina
mirror. You hav~ put your finger on it. They are doing
what New York has done, only i~ spades. They have a
$60 billion deficit, whereas New 'If)rk is down to a bi'llion
somq,thing. They have an accWllulated +deficit, but an
accUmulated deficit of the Federal Government.
i

~: J, '.. J;)!

You_a~e absolutely right.
The same pressure
groups are working on Congress. The same forces that are
leading them to be fiscally irresponsible a're the ones ;."
that led New York to be fiscally irresponsible. The only
difference is that Congress has a printing press.

NOW, the trouble is, when you print money,
you debase the money, you d~v~lue the money and, therefore,
you have inflation,. Inf1ation results in a hidden tax
because it reduces, but it hits those who can least afford
it. It is the senior citiz~ns;' it is the people on retired
pensionsJ it is working men and women whose paycheck just
has the money taken out of it because 'the buying power is
down.
So Congress really, I think, has to sooner or
later do it and it is going to' do it when the American
people say to Congress', "Look', take a iook at yourself and
see what you are doing."
QUESTION: That 'leads'" to the second aspect' of what
I want to ask you to comment upon. It seems to
that 'as
a political vehicle of the Republican Party, that ~re have
an opportunity to put t~e blame where much of the blame
lies when the people of'this 'country are concerned about
excessive spendinq and deficit financing 'and the budget
that continues to spend far more money than we ever hope
to be able to receive in revenues. It is the Congress that

me
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has been in control of the situation.'
The 'Presid'ent doesn't appropriate money_ He
can't spend any money except that which Congress appropriates
or borrows'. It· seems to me like one of our great opportunities
this year is to"point out to the American peop'le where much of
the blame lies. The other party has: 'been in control of the
Congress most of 40 years now.
, THE VICE PRESIDENTz 'No question you are right 7 '
politically you are right. But the American people, in my
opinion, 'have gone beyond the' politIcians and they want, the
RepUblican Party to come" up with an' alternative.
,~'
In othe'r' words, i·t is fine to plaeethe blame and
say, "These people have caused this. They are spending all
this imoney;. II But 'then they want an" "All right. So that
is where the blame belongs. But noW what do we do about it?"

The thing the Republican Party has to do is not
only point that out but ~has to come up ~~i th a program as to
how 'we as a Nation are gOi'ng to meet these prOblems and get
our'llouse in order; just 'like everybody is telling New York
to get its house' in order .'
easy.

We have to do this on a national scale.
It is going to be tough.

It is not

QUESTION: Doesn't that take place by our position
that we ought to approai:::h ''Ii balanced budget, that we ought
to cut out the excessive 'spe'nding?'I realize you can't
balance a budget overnight, in' a year or two years perhaps.
But we have to move in th~t direction.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

No question.

QUESTIONc It seems to me this is a strength of
our basic position before the American people in 1976.
THE VICE PRESIDENT: It is great, and I agree
with you that is what has got to be done. But it is how do
you do it realistically? '
'we can sit back here. This is a very nice, very
friandly, warm atmosphere. 'We all agree on the problems.
But the question is how do we actually achieve this for the
American people? HoW do you take these 1,~&7 specific
programs, each of which is'helpirig some individual group,
each of which has got a huge bureaucracy and all kinds of
regulation, and each of which has a constituency, how do we
come up with a plan -- to me it is the chall~nge of the
Republican Party -- how do we: conie~p with' a 'plan that is
realistic and' doable" tliat the' 'Pre~:fdent will present to the'
Congress as an alternative?
.

It "is good to identify the problem, and, it is ,good
to place the blame.····· But you can't stop there. You_ have to
go on and cane up wtth a sol1.itio'n.
.
The American people, in my opinion, 'are way ahead
of us, as I said, before. ~i'ha:t tbey are now looking for is
a solution. They are ready' to go. We have got to have the
MORE
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imagination and creativity and the depth of understanding
to come up with solutions to these problems, other than
just saying , "t'1e'should balance the budget," becaus~that
is not going to happen just by saying it.
'.
We have got what, 18 percent of the people
registered and we have got one-third of the Congress, and
we have less than that in terms of Governors. So that maybe
we . say all of' these things," but there must be some message
out there that the people haven't quite got'ten around yet
to accept it without something a,little more substantive
as to how the needs of the Nation can be 'met and r'estore
fiscal integrity, on the basis of which we can only continue
as we establish our strength. '
.
QUESTION: Haven't we got to help' the American
:1ii.
people to understand
t"

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

10'

.....

.i.

~.' ',:

No question.

,QUESTION: -- that we re-establish our priorities··
a little differently than \-lhat we are now. It just doesn't'
relate to money. It relates to programs.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

No question.

QUESTION:. It seems to me we are on solid ground
on same of those programs that will help reduce the problems
we have. It is a simplistic way' of saying it.
I don't have any,bill of particulars for the
questions you have posed. But we do it with people who take
a different approach to governmental problems and trying to
educate the American people to not necessarily demand the
kind of things.that Congress has been willing to give them,
just upon request' almo~t~'~ve:tthe past tWO'or three decades.
;

,

THE VICE PRESIDENT: I understand \'1hat you" are
saying" and I agree. But I think the added ingredient:· in
that needs to be a clear -- and there is a marvelous opportunity
here in our 200th anniversary, the Bicentennial, to have
the President present.to the United· States in his State of
the Union message an approach to, our national problems which
is sound, whioh.builds on the great heritage. of our country,
the strength of our country, that 'meets the 'realitiesof
what we face right now in just the things you'are talking
about: the fact we are spending $60 billion to $70 billion.
more than we have in money,. causing inflatiOni we have
high unemployment ithe economy is not rolling.
t

.;.

"

"

He has got the chance to come up with specific::
recommendations for congressional action. ,Then we have
got one year before elections -- not a year, but during
that entire yea·r -- during that period, depending on what
Congress does,the,Americanpeople 'then have a .charice to
judge between the President's Republican program and the
action of' a . two~to-on:e Democratic-controlled congre,ss.

,

\.:;*

..,jL.•'!\'1

That to me crystallizes the issue around
substantive solutions and not just that we are in trouble
and that we, are spending too much; because that spending ,
has got a lot of .support by peop·le whd either are the
bureaucrats who paid under the programs or ~re. those who
MORE
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get the trickle end of benefits, what is left that is not
spent by the bureaucrats ~n the way through.
(Laughter. )
So that I understand what you are .saying, and I am
just adding really to your positi.on one more, which is if we
were in power, what would we do;? Seeing the President is in
power, he has got a great chance to show what he does, even
though the. Congress doesntt act, on it. I hope they will.
I think what impresses
Republican. Democrat Governors,
or MassachlrS-ett~ or New York ,., or
talking just exactly the way you
coming around.

me, you mentioned Democrat
whether it is in California
wherever; 'i t is, they are
are on this. So they.are

-,

, ~ut that message hasntt gotten through the
Congress"-Yet.' . SOJ.that I 'am hopeful. But it will help if
they crystallize. '
One more and then I will go.
QUESTION: Maybe the one more is, I hope you will
take back a message. I guess in the words of one of our
distinguished colleagues from the other side of the
political aisle, it is time we sent Washington a message.
I think that message can do what Mills is talking about,
and to do what you are talking·about, and that is as
Republican Governors,. it seems to me. we have· a particularly
good opportunity:.:
. ,:
I hope we will take it, Kitt, as an organization
to attempt to get to the President before his State of the
Nation message and point out that probably too many people
in the country believe that when you talk merely about
balancing the budget, they are going to be the ones· balanced
olit.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

That is right.

QUESTION: If we can point up the insanity of
these categorical programs and that we are willing as
Govemors in States to take some less money if there were
a change from categorical to block grant programs, and at
the same time we would help to balance the budget, we would
help eliminate the highest-priced welfare program in the
country, and those are all the Federal auditors and program
managers we have got. The more money, they would ultimately
be beneficiaries of those programs.
,;;
It seems to me there is an opportunity that won't
ever get across to the President: from the Republican or
Democratic members of Congress." Somehow we have got to get
that message through, because I think it is a message that
would do both what you are talking about as well as what
Mills is talking. about.
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I think that is· right. The
President understands .this. You are right that ':his colleagues
in Congress areiperhaps less·· sensitive to . it . than you
Governors are, because you are on the firing line and you
MORE
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have to make the decisions in this, with too many buck
stops of the executive, whether it is the White House or
Governor's mansion, the Ca?ital.
But I just think that a clearcut program -- the
Republican Party has been known, in my opinion, and is
respected for its ability to solve problems, that we are
doers as a party. When the people really want something
done, then they elect Republicans1 and that this is the
time and that they expect us to come up with solutions to
the situation we are in.
So I think that if the President presents thoBe
solutions to the Congress, along the lines you are talking,
then it crystallizes this issue for next year, believe me.
This is a great period in the Bicentennial as we
look ahead to the next 200 years to lay the foundation,
face realistically the problems; and tragically, the people,
I think, and I have been traveling with Jim Cannon and
other Cabinet members on the Domestic Council review
hearings. Instead of government in Washington being the
solution to their problems, people are beginning to feel
that it is the problem; and thay really are worried, and
this message comes through loud and clear everywhere, they
are worried about bureaucracy and red tape and the inability
to get a decision which per.mits them to do their thing -
whether they are Governors or whether they are business
corporate executives or a housewife or an individual. They
just want to be free so that they can get back to being
able to do.
I think government has to create more of a frame
work and less getting involved in the decision-making in
everybody's life and try to tell them how to do it.
Now if we take this -- but the reason I feel
about what Mills is sayi~g, that we need to come up with
an intelligent, clear program or action, such as you say,
take these categorical grants and pull them into block
grants, the very moment you eliminate a large number of
categorical grants, all the staff and all the red tape
goes with it. Then you get that greater freedom in a block
grant with perhaps a State plan as to how they would use it.
Then that gives the Federal Government its opportunity.
Of course, the 16th Amendment is really what did
this back in 1913 when the Federal Government got the right
to impose the income tax. The income tax is the fastest
growing tax. That is why the money in Washington, that we
have to have this money. That is why they have got these
programs. This just keeps rolling up on them.
Hills will be out for appealing the 16th
Amendment.
(Laughter. )
I would just like to thank you very much.
(Applause. )
END

(AT 9: 55 A.Pi. CST)

